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ABSTRACT
Knowledge Graphs have proven to be extremely valuable to recommender systems, as they enable hybrid graph-based recommendation models encompassing both collaborative and content information. Leveraging this wealth of heterogeneous information for
top-N item recommendation is a challenging task, as it requires the
ability of effectively encoding a diversity of semantic relations and
connectivity patterns. In this work, we propose entity2rec, a novel
approach to learning user-item relatedness from knowledge graphs
for top-N item recommendation. We start from a knowledge graph
modeling user-item and item-item relations and we learn propertyspecific vector representations of users and items applying neural
language models on the network. These representations are used
to create property-specific user-item relatedness features, which
are in turn fed into learning to rank algorithms to learn a global
relatedness model that optimizes top-N item recommendations. We
evaluate the proposed approach in terms of ranking quality on
the MovieLens 1M dataset, outperforming a number of state-ofthe-art recommender systems, and we assess the importance of
property-specific relatedness scores on the overall ranking quality.
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be easily adapted to a specific recommendation problem. Last year,
node2vec, a new approach to effectively perform feature learning
from networks, which combines a flexible random walk strategy
with the power of neural language models, has been proposed [11].
However, this approach is not tailored to knowledge graphs, as
it does not distinguish among types of entities and of relations,
and has never been applied to address recommendation problems.
Starting from this work, in this paper, we introduce entity2rec1 , a
novel approach to measure user-item relatedness for top-N item
recommendation. The contributions of the proposed work can be
summarized as follows: (a) we use a knowledge graph encompassing both collaborative information from user feedback and item
information from Linked Open Data; (b) we learn property-specific
vector representations of knowledge graph entities in a completely
unsupervised way via node2vec; (c) we compute property-specific
relatedness scores between users and items using the obtained
vector representations; (d) we combine the property-specific relatedness scores in a global relatedness score using a supervised
learning to rank approach optimizing top-N item recommendation;
(e) we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach with
respect to four baselines; (f) we remark that, thanks to the explicit
semantics of the properties of the knowledge graph, the model
is easily adaptable to specific recommendation problems, as the
features have a clear interpretation.

2
1

INTRODUCTION

In the last years, research on recommender systems has shown
that knowledge graphs are beneficial for hybrid recommender systems, achieving high ranking quality and effectively tackling typical problems of collaborative systems such as data sparsity or new
items [5, 28]. A line of work focuses on Linked Open Data knowledge graphs [3], which represent a wealth of freely available multidomain ontological knowledge and have successfully been used in
the past to build recommender systems [7–9, 13]. The crucial point
to leverage knowledge graphs to perform item recommendations
is to be able to effectively model user-item relatedness from this
rich heterogeneous network. To this end, it is highly desirable to
opt for approaches that are able to automatically learn user and
item representations from an optimization problem on this graph of
interactions, minimizing the time-consuming endeavour of feature
engineering and leading to better performance [2]. At the same
time, it is also beneficial to use a recommendation model whose
features have a straight forward interpretation and that can thus

RELATED WORK

Recommendations using knowledge graphs: in the past years,
several works have shown the effectiveness of external knowledge
resources to enhance the performance of recommender systems.
In [5, 28] the authors start from a graph-based data model encompassing both user feedback and item relations to generate personalized entity recommendations. In [19, 20] the authors adopt a
hybrid graph-based data model utilizing Linked Open Data to extract metapath-based feature that are fed into a learning to rank
framework. In [24] the authors propose a content-based recommender system that automatically learns item representations using
a feature learning algorithm on a knowledge graph and show the
effectiveness of the learned representations in an Item-based KNearest Neighbor method.

1 https://github.com/MultimediaSemantics/entity2rec

Feature learning from networks: feature learning from networks is a fundamental step in node and edge classification. Recently, some models have adapted neural language models to networks, resulting in very effective feature learning processes. In general, it has been shown that these methods tend to work better than
other dimensionality reduction techniques based on matrix factorization approaches [11]. In Deep Walk [21], the authors learn node
representations by simulating random walks on a graph, generating sequences that are successively processed by a neural language
model. In [11], the authors propose node2vec, an improvement over
Deep Walk, as it adopts a more flexible and sophisticated random
walk exploration strategy.
Learning to rank: learning to rank consists in applying machine
learning algorithms to learn a ranking function from training data.
In this work, we focus on listwise methods, i.e. learning algorithms that are able to directly optimize ranking accuracy metrics from training data. More in detail, we use Adarank [27] and
LambdaMart [4]. Adarank is based on boosting, weak learners are
iteratively trained to correct the errors of the previous iteration
and finally combined together in a linear model. Adarank avoids
the problem of the discontinuity of ranking accuracy metrics by
optimizing an upper bound of the actual loss function. LambdaMart
is the combination of LambdaRank and the boosted tree method
MART [10]. The key idea is to optimize the loss function by directly
modeling its gradients estimates with respect to the model scores.
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Figure 1: Starting from the knowledge graph K, which contains users (black), items (orange) and other entities (grey),
for each property, we generate vector representations xp
with node2vec. The vector representations encode the structure of the graph. For p = ‘feedback’, we encode collaborative information, users and items are mapped close together
in vector space according to their interactions and the relatedness ρ f eedback (u, i) can be computed directly. For other
properties, such as p = ‘starring’, we encode content information, items with similar starring actors are embedded close
together. The relatedness ρ st ar r inд (u, i) has to be computed
by averaging the distance from items i 0 liked by u in the past.

3 APPROACH
3.1 Knowledge Graph

should have different weights in judging the relatedness between
two entities. Films can be related in terms of starring actors and not
in terms of subject, share the same director but not the same writer,
and processing the whole knowledge graph altogether neglecting
the semantics of the properties would not allow to account for this.
Thus, we start by learning property-specific vector representation
of nodes considering one property at the time. For each property
p ∈ Γϵ+ , we define a subgraph Kp as the set of entities connected by
the property p, i.e. the triples (i, p, j). Note that for properties where
each entity is connected to more than one entity (e.g. ‘starring’ or
‘feedback’), Kp can exhibit complex connectivity patterns. Then,
for each Kp independently, we learn a mapping xp : e ∈ Kp → Rd ,
optimizing the node2vec objective function [11]:
Õ
Õ
max
(− log Z e +
xp (ni ) · xp (e))
(1)

In this work, a knowledge graph is defined as a set K = (E, R, O)
where E is the set of entities, R ⊂ Ex ΓxE is a set of typed relations
between entities and O is an ontology. The ontology O defines
the set of relation types (‘properties’) Γ, the set of entity types Λ,
assigns entities to their type O : e ∈ E → Λ and entity types to their
related properties O : ϵ ∈ Λ → Γϵ ⊂ Γ. Knowledge graph edges are
thus triples (i, p, j) ∈ R where i ∈ E and j ∈ E are entities and p ∈ Γ
is a property. In our model, entities include users u ∈ U ⊂ E and
items i ∈ I ⊂ E \ U . An observed positive feedback between a user
and an item (rating r ≥ 4 in this work) is described by a property
not defined by the ontology O, which we name ‘feedback’. Thus,
p ∈ Γϵ+ = Γϵ ∪ ‘f eedback 0 . Throughout this work, the ontology O
is represented by the DBpedia ontology [1] and we deal with items
of the type ϵ =‘dbo:Film’. The properties Γdbo:F ilm related to an
entity of the type ‘Film’ are available online2 .

xp

e ∈Kp

n i ∈N (e)

where Z e = v ∈Kp exp(xp (e)·xp (v)) is the per-node partition function and is approximated using negative sampling [18], N (e) ∈ Kp
is the neighborhood of the entity e defined by the node2vec random
walk and the optimization is carried out using stochastic gradient
ascent over the parameters defining xp . The optimization attempts
to maximize the dot product between vectors of the same neighborhood, i.e. to embed them close together in vector space. Thus,
from the vector representations xp (e), property-specific relatedness
scores can be defined as follows:
(
s(xp (u), xp (i))
i f p = ‘f eedback 0
ρp (u, i) =
Í
1
0
s(xp (i), xp (i 0 )) otherwise
|R (u)| i ∈R + (u)
Í
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Property-specific user-item relatedness

As mentioned in Sec. 1, node2vec [11] has recently shown to be
particularly effective at learning vectorial node representations. In
a nutshell, node2vec works by simulating a random walk on the
graph, generating sequences of nodes, which are then fed into a neural language model (word2vec [18]) as if they were ‘sentences’ of a
document to learn vector representations of the nodes. From these
representations, the relatedness between two nodes can easily be
computed using vector similarity measures. However, in a knowledge graph different properties have different semantic values and

+

2 http://mappings.dbpedia.org/server/ontology/classes/Film
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where R + (u) denotes a set of items liked by the user u in the past
and s denotes a measure of vector similarity (in this work s = cosine
similarity). The features include both collaborative and content
information and have a straight-forward interpretation (Fig. 1).
When considering p = ‘feedback’, K is reduced to the graph of useritem interactions and thus ρ f eedback (u, i) models collaborative
filtering. ρ f eedback (u, i) will be high when x f eedback (u) is close
to the item x f eedback (i) in vector space, i.e. when i has been
liked by users who have liked the same items of u in the past
and are thus tightly connected in the K f eedback graph. On the
other hand, when p corresponds to other properties of the ontology
O the features encode content information. For instance, if p is
‘starring’, ρ st ar r inд (u, i) will be high if x st ar r inд (i) is close to items
x st ar r inд (i 0 ), i.e. when i shares starring actors with items that the
user u has liked in the past. The hybrid approach is able to tackle
the ‘new item’ issue, as for a new item with no feedback from users,
we are still able to compute all the content-based features. For a
new user u, the scores ρp (u, i) can be computed by averaging the
ρp (u 0, i) over all the other users u 0 ∈ U .

The exact form of f , of the loss function C, the set of parameters
θ to optimize and the approach used to optimize the loss function
depend on the learning to rank algorithm and on the metrics that are
optimized. In this work, we use Adarank [27] and LambdaMart [27]
as ranking algorithms and we measure P@N and MAP [22].

4

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Dataset: the dataset used for the evaluation of the proposed approach is MovieLens 1M3 . MovieLens 1M [12] is a popular dataset
for the evaluation of recommender systems and it contains 1,000,209
anonymous ratings of approximately 3,900 movies made by 6,040
MovieLens users. In a previous work [20], MovieLens 1M items
have been mapped to the corresponding DBpedia entities. We leverage these publicly available mappings to make use of Linked Open
Data in building the knowledge graph K. Since not every item in
the Movielens data has a corresponding DBpedia entity, after this
mapping we have 948978 ratings, from 6040 users on 3226 items.
Configuration: first, we define the set of properties p for which
the features have to be computed. We start from the properties
associated to the class ‘Film’ by the DBpedia ontology Γdbo:F ilm
3.3 Global user-item relatedness
and to this set we add ‘dct:subject’, which relates an entity to a
set of possible categories, such as ‘American Films‘. For each of
For each user-item pair, we are now able to compute all propertythese properties, we obtain the subgraph Kp through SPARQL [23]
specific relatedness scores ρ(u,
® i) = {ρp (u, i)}p ∈Γϵ+ . We aim to use
queries. The properties for which we obtain a sufficient number of
these scores as features of a global user-item relatedness model
triples (> 15) are those reported in Tab. 3. The subgraph K f eedback
that can be used to provide item recommendation. To this end, we
is derived from the positive (r ≥ 4) ratings of the MovieLens 1M
define the global user-item relatedness ρ(u, i; θ ) = f (ρ(u,
® i); θ ) as
dataset. The second part of the configuration consists in defining
a function f of the property-specific scores ρ(u,
® i) and of a set of
the hyper-parameters of the model, i.e. internal parameters that
parameters θ . The key idea is that of finding the parameters θ that
are not explicitly set by the learning process. For what concerns
optimize top-N item recommendation as a supervised learning to
node2vec, we optimize the parameters P, Q on validation data, exrank problem [16].
perimenting the pairs (P, Q) ∈ {(1, 1), (1, 4), (4, 1)}. P, also called
Training data: given a set of users U = {u 1 , u 2 ..u N }, each user uk
is associated with a set of items from feedback data i®k = {i k 1 , i k2 ..i kn(k ) } return parameter, controls the likelihood of returning to a previously visited node. Q, also called in-out parameter, controls the
where n(k) denotes the number of feedback released by the user
probability of moving further away from the source node e. By
uk and a set of labels y®k = {yk 1 , yk 2 ..ykn(k ) } denoting the ground
playing with (P, Q), node2vec achieves a random walk strategy able
truth relevance of items i®k (e.g. ratings with explicit feedback or
to approximate a Breadth-First or a Depth-First search. For other
boolean values with implicit feedback). The training set is thus
parameters, we use the configuration obtained in a previous work,
N
represented as T = {(uk , i®k , y®k )k =1 }.
i.e. a walk length l = 10, a dimension of the embeddings vector
Ranking function: ρ(u, i; θ ) is a ranking function, meaning that,
d = 500, a number of walks per entity n = 500, a context size k = 10
®
for each user uk , the corresponding items i k are sorted according to
and a number of epochs η = 5. Another hyper-parameter of the
its score. More formally, ρ(u, i; θ ) induces a permutation of integers
proposed approach is the learning to rank model. We experiment
π (uk , i®k , θ ), corresponding to sorting the list of items i®k according
two listwise algorithms, AdaRank [27] and LambdaMart [4], on valits score.
idation data. The implementation of these models is that provided
Loss: the agreement M(π (uk , i®k , θ ), y®k ) between the permutation
by the software library RankLib4 .
®
π (uk , i k , θ ) induced by ρ(u, i; θ ) and the list of ground truth releEvaluation protocol: we adopt an evaluation protocol that is simvance of items y®k can be measured by any information retrieval
ilar to RelPlusN [25]. We split the ratings in temporal order, using
metric that measures ranking accuracy, such as P@N , Mean Aver80% of data to create a training set and 20% to create a probe set. In
age Precision (MAP), NDCG [22]. From this score, a loss function
the training set, we consider ratings r ≥ 4 as relevant items and the
can be easily derived as:
rest as not relevant. From the probe set, we sample a 4% of data to
N
create a probe validation set and 16% to create a probe test set. Then,
Õ
C(θ ) =
(1 − M(π (uk , i®k , θ ))
(2)
from each of these two datasets, items with rating r = 5 are selected
k =1
and considered as relevant and for each user a number N = 100
of other items not rated by the user are randomly sampled as nonOptimization: the learning process has thus the objective of findrelevant examples, creating the validation and the test set. This
ing the set of parameters θ that minimize the loss function C over
the training data:
3 https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/1m/
θˆ = arg min C(θ )
(3)
4
https://sourceforge.net/p/lemur/wiki/RankLib/

θ
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P,Q
1,4
4,1
1,1
1,4
4,1
1,1

Ranking model
LambdaMart
LambdaMart
LambdaMart
AdaRank
AdaRank
AdaRank

P@5
0.0791
0.0182
0.0174
0.0134
0.0078
0.0109

P@10
0.0293
0.0193
0.0188
0.0098
0.0083
0.0098

MAP
0.1717
0.0570
0.0565
0.0278
0.0286
0.0358

Features
ρdbo:based on

ρdbo:cinematoдr aphy
ρ f eed b ac k
ρdbo:dir ector
ρdbo:edit inд
ρdbo:music composer
ρdbo:nar r ator
ρdbo:pr oducer
ρdbo:st ar r inд
ρdct :sub ject
ρdbo:wr it er
entity2rec

Table 1: Results on the validation set of entity2rec for different combinations of hyper-parameters
Model
entity2rec
MostPop
NMF
SVD
ItemKNN

P@5
0.2814
0.2154
0.1208
0.0543
0.0463

P@10
0.2127
0.1815
0.1150
0.0469
0.0232

MAP
0.4232
0.2907
0.1758
0.0888
0.0990

P@10
0.0247
0.0290
0.1708
0.0211
0.0305
0.0040
0.0389
0.0241
0.0372
0.0326
0.0216
0.2127

MAP
0.0925
0.0794
0.3550
0.0949
0.0724
0.0493
0.0834
0.0498
0.0728
0.0688
0.0472
0.4232

Table 3: Performance of the proposed approach considering
one feature at the time
overall performance of the system, as can be seen by comparing
‘feedback’ with ‘entity2rec’, which includes all the features. We
expect this difference to be even more relevant on other datasets
affected by a higher sparsity as observed in similar experiments
with hybrid recommender systems [19, 28]. It is also worth noting
that ρ f eedback outperforms all the collaborative filtering baselines
of Tab. 2, showing the effectiveness of the proposed approach in
learning a measure of user-item relatedness even without content
information.

Table 2: Results on the test set of entity2rec against the baselines
evaluation protocol allows to avoid the limitations of the TestItems
protocol, in which only rated items are ranked [26] and that is thus
very different from the context of a real recommender system. Note
that the effect of this evaluation protocol is that of underestimating
the quality of the recommendations, as the assumption that all
unrated items are not relevant is pessimistic. The set of elements
liked by a user R + (u) is defined as the items in the training set with
ratings r = 5. We measure P@5, P@10 and MAP. As baselines,
we use state-of-the-art collaborative filtering algorithms based on
Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [17], on Singular Value
Decomposition [15], ItemKNN with baselines [14] and the Most
Popular Items recommendation strategy, which is known to be
quite effective on MovieLens due to the power-law distribution of
user feedback data [6] (see also Tab. XIV in [19]). The baselines are
implemented using the surprise python library5 .

5

P@5
0.0529
0.0386
0.2317
0.0219
0.0294
0.0077
0.0572
0.0119
0.0128
0.0285
0.0061
0.2814

6

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we propose entity2rec, a new measure of user-item
relatedness for top-N item recommendation. Starting from a knowledge graph, property-specific relatedness scores are obtained using
a feature learning approach based on neural language models on
property-specific subgraphs and then combined through a learning to rank approach to generate a global user-item relatedness
measure optimizing top-N item recommendations. This two-stage
approach has two major benefits: it allows to configure the system
to take into account a specific property when providing recommendations (e.g. recommend movies with similar actors) and it
allows to let the learning to rank algorithm implicitly weight the
properties to provide recommendations. The results on the MovieLens 1M dataset show that the proposed approach outperforms
commonly used collaborative filtering techniques based on matrix factorization, nearest neighbors and the Most Popular items
strategy. From the data to the ranking, the feature engineering
effort is minimal and the manual intervention is limited to setting
and configuring hyper-parameters of the learning process. Future
work will involve a more comprehensive evaluation, comparing
the model to other hybrid state-of-the-art recommender systems
on different domains and datasets, and in a general improvement of
the feasibility of the proposed approach in a real recommendation
scenario (such as computational time, online updates, context of
the recommendations).

RESULTS

Comparison with state-of-the-art: the hyper-parameter optimization on validation data shows that LambdaMart performs better
than Adarank and that the pair (P, Q) = (1, 4), which corresponds to
a walk lingering in the neighborhood of the starting node, approximating Breadth-First-Search, works better than the other pairs. The
best score, for every metric, is obtained by the pair (P, Q) = (1, 4)
and the model LambdaMart (Tab. 16 ). Thus, we evaluate this configuration on the test set, comparing it to the NMF, SVD, ItemKNN and
Most Popular Items baselines (Sec. 4), outperforming all of them
for all the metrics under consideration (Tab. 2).
Feature selection: one of the strengths of the proposed approach
is that of using features that have a clear interpretation. In this experiment, we try to evaluate the importance of the selected features
ρp (u, i) on the overall ranking quality. To this end, we select one
feature at the time and we compute the ranking accuracy (Tab. 3),
observing that the feature ‘feedback’ is by far the best performing one. However, including content-based features improves the
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